AMETHYSS
ARCOM, MACOM, ENCOM, TPHM STUDENT SOCIETY
AMETHYSS; an academic based society for students who take ARCOM, MACOM, ENCOM
and TPHM courses. Recently formed, the name has been coined by students of 2018/2019 the
session. AMETHYSS aims to provide a platform for students from these four courses to speak
up and enhance talent, organizing events and programs tailored to meet our students’ needs.

MISSION:
We are dedicated to keep connecting with each other in society through hardships and success.
VISION:
We aim to create strong bonds with members and other parties where there are no boundaries of
sociocentrism.

Madam Nurliyana binti Abu Hasan
AMETHYSS Advisor

SEMESTER 1 PROGRAMMES:
MASS LECTURE FOR TPHM STUDENTS

The Mass Lecture programme was held for TPHM students in order for them to know more
about the course that they are going to take in degree. It was held on 25th August 2019 at Lecture
Hall 2, CFS IIUM Gambang.
LANGUAGE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

Language Awareness Campaign was held in conjunction with Malaysia's Independence Day and
held using the method of Podcast in order to reduce uses of papers or tools to keep Malaysia
clean as our theme was ‘Keep It Clean’. This campaign was held in order to clean the air of those
who used the language in a wrong way which they did not realize.

STUDY TOURS BY SMK TANJUNG CHAT, KELANTAN

The visit from SMK Tanjung Chat was hosted by AMETHYSS and it was a one-day programme
where a few activities were held in Al-Khawarizmi Hall. A campus tour was also held just to
give a short tour to the students.

SEMESTER 2 PROGRAMMES
Benchmarking Semester 2

A short but beneficial programme to get feedback, opinions and contributing ideas for the
mainboard from AMETHYSS members to become a better and successful student society.

AMETHYSS Grand Theatre: Rancang
AMETHYSS started off 2020 with our biggest event yet; our Grand Theatre. Scripted by our
very own advisor, Madam Liyana and titled Rancang, the students of AMETHYSS prepared the
set and play, to tremendous applause and became the main conversed topic throughout the
semester. Collaborating with CiTRA, the theatre was a success and one of AMETHYSS’
highlights, with many more great programs to come.
AMETHYSS Got Talent!
Shortly after the success of our grand theatre, AMETHYSS quickly got to work and prepared
another program; AMETHYSS Got Talent, where we aimed to showcase our students’ talents
you won’t usually get to see. The program had been conducted successfully, and it is with great
pride that we helped provide a stage for our students. Many others came to watch and support
our students, and we ended off the night with a high note.
AMETHYSS Family Escape
It is not over for AMETHYSS yet! After our talent show, we decided to stretch our legs a bit and
have some fun on the tracks. AMETHYSS Family Escape had successfully achieved its goal of
bringing the students of our four courses together and bonded as a family, all the while
encouraging the students to have some exercise. We had started at the crack of dawn and
finished just before lunch, and everyone had great smiles after the program.
All in all, AMETHYSS had spent its first ever year as a society quite successfully, with many
programs that tended to our students’ needs, and we aim to help our students more in the future.

